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1930's Bookmatched European Burl Walnut Cellarette

Reference: 
MPD-007140
Description
Bookmatched European Burl Walnut cellarette. This cabinet is made of a gorgeous bookmatched
European Burl Walnut on the cabinet's exterior top and door fronts. The cabinet's exterior sides are
huge sweeping panels of Crown Cut European Walnut Curl in a fishbone pattern. The interior of the
cabinet is veneered in a ribbon figured Ayan Curl (an exotic form of Mahogany).
 
The exterior is refinished in our luxe closed-grain high gloss Italian polyester finish and the interior in
a semi-gloss finish. We have standardized for the last several years on a very high quality and high-
end finishing product from Italy - it is extremely hard and resilient to bumps, bruises and scratches
and is totally water and alcohol impervious. It is expensive but this is Deco-Dence's hallmark ...
producing pieces that not only look fabulous today and can be used with peace of mind but that will
retain their drop-dead gorgeous looks for decades to come with just a little TLC and minimal effort.
 
In the top bar service area the bottom mirror is the original reverse painted gold stripped mirror in
beautiful original condition. All metal hardware was removed, hand polished and re-installed. The
cabinet has its original label on its back that reflects the cabinet maker's name, Sureline of London,
and also the name of the person or place that the cabinet was to be delivered originally, which is
interesting. The original chromium juicer and a set of martini picks complement the cabinet.
 
The bottom storage area features a plate glass mirror back with a plate glass shelf for barware.
Infinitely variable remote controlled LED lighting has been added to enhance the display
characteristics. The bottom storage area provides ample storage for all your favorite liquors.
 
This beautful vintage Art Deco cocktail cabinet has been completely hand stripped and refinished by
our artisans to an exceptionally high level of quality using as mentioned our world-class Italian
polyester finish.

 

Price: 
$5,995.00
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DetailsPeriod: ART DECO
 Category: FURNITURE

Condition: Excellent, refinished to mirror like high polish

 - Height: 43 5/8

  - Width: 29 3/8
  - Depth: 13 3/4
 
  Dealer:         Deco-Dence Gallery & Studio  
  
Dallas Design District

2260 Monitor Street

Dallas, TX 75207-6204 USA

214-744-DECO (3326) - Gallery

214-789-DECO (3326) - cell

 

      
   
More InfoCountry of Origin: United Kingdom
Material/tecniques: Bookmatched Burl Walnut, reverse painted mirrors, glass, mirror, polished
 
  

Deco-Dence Gallery and Studio
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